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[ZDNet] Enigma re-releases Enigma 6.0.2 with an. the Enigma ProtectorÂ .About 50 percent of

applications made in the past four years by Americans for U.S. citizenship have been filed from within
the Department of Homeland Security's executive branch. Seeking U.S. citizenship to avoid

deportation, or to access "specialized services" that might otherwise be unavailable, are the most
common reasons given in the nine-page survey of thousands of such applications, which were

requested by The Washington Times. Nineteen percent of respondents noted financial reasons as their
reason for seeking U.S. citizenship. About 15 percent of the applications, meanwhile, came from a

legal status that would have expired during the year they filed. Almost all the applications came from
holders of legal resident alien or temporary worker status. Other reasons for such applications: �

Seeking to avoid expatriation, the term used to describe the process by which an American leaves or
is forced to leave the country voluntarily. � Asylum for fear of deportation. � To access programs such

as the U.S. armed forces, federal crime fighting and agricultural programs. � To attend schools for
children with special needs. � The children of U.S. citizens, or of immigrants who are not eligible for

special services. The 9/11 Commission has found, as The Times previously has reported, that the Sept.
11, 2001, hijackers came from 15 countries, although only five were on immigration watch lists. Of the
two hijackers with full U.S. passports, only one, Hani Hanjour, was on the U.S. watch list. Investigators
have not determined how the other hijacker, Khalid al-Mihdhar, obtained a U.S. passport, although al-
Mihdhar later was found in Saudi Arabia. The popular series "How I Met Your Mother" dealt with the

issue of identity theft in a 2008 episode and how the mother hid her identity for six years. The episode
was based on events that happened to a real person. Parents who supply fake documents for children

or for themselves are subject to fines and even federal prison. "It's a huge problem right now," said
George Milstead
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